
PROGRAM IN AGRARIAN STUDIES
YALE UNIVERSITY

The Program in Agrarian Studies at Yale is an experimental, interdisciplinary
effort to reshape how a new generation of scholars understands rural life and
society. The many hands from many disciplines that have shaped this Program
share three premises. The first is that any satisfactory analysis of agrarian
development must begin with the lived experience, understandings, and values
of its historical subjects. The second premise is that the study of the Third
World (and what was, until recently, called the Second World) must never be
segregated from the historical study of the West, or the humanities from the
social sciences. Finally, we are convinced that the only way to loosen the
nearly hegemonic grip of the separate disciplines on how questions are framed
and answered is to concentrate on themes of signal importance to several
disciplines. By building a sustained community of interdisciplinary conversation
and by demonstrating what creative trespassing can accomplish, we hope to set
a standard of integrative work that will act as a magnet. The Program began
formally with academic year 1991-92 thanks to support from the Rockefeller
Foundation, the Ford Foundation, and Yale University.

COLLOQUIUM SERIES The core of the Program's activities is a weekly collo-
quium organized around an annual theme. Invited specialists send papers in
advance which are the focus of an organized discussion by faculty and graduate
students. "State-Agrarian Relations," understood broadly, is our theme for the
first two years. We consider this theme to include such diverse topics as:
nomads and the state, taxation and conscription, high culture-vs-"folk" culture,
collectivization, water control and irrigation, development schemes - historical
and contemporary, peasant resistance and flight, state property law and local
rights, nationalism and agrarianism, comparative forms of servitude, etc. We
hope the colloquium will become an important initial audience for the best work
on the subject from any historical period, region, or discipline.

PROGRAM FELLOWS The program appoints Research Fellows annually who
are in residence for the year, present a paper, and attend the colloquia.
Ordinarily, we hope to have four to six Fellows whose diversity reflects the
breadth of the program and a Senior Fellow who has already made an important
contribution to agrarian studies. Fellows are selected competitively. For more
information about the fellowship program, application procedures, and deadlines,
write directly to the Program in Agrarian Studies, Box 3075 Yale Station, New
Haven, CT 06520, USA.
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DEDICATION

How Fragile Human Survival Is
Fang Lizhi

CALLS FOR PAPERS

Clifford Geertz

Natalie Zemon Davis

Elizabeth Fox-Genovese

Stanley Cavell

Cornelius Castonadis

J.G.A. Pocock

Eugene Genovese

REGULAR COLUMNS

Richard Rorty

Adam Michntk

W.V. Quine

Miroslav Holub

Vicki Hearne

Paul Feyerabend

ARTICLES

Left-Wing Wittgenstein

Bernard Williams

Right-Wing Marx

Steven Lukes

Medieval Survivals in the New Europe

Jacques Le Goff

The Decay of the West

Cornelius Castoriadis

Feminism and the
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Rhetoric or Individual Rights
Elizabeth Fox-Genovese

How, Why, and Where Did

Language Go Public?

Ian Hacking

Two Radical Ironists: Herzen and Proudhon

Aileen Kelly

Writing in War: Russell and Wittgenstein

Marjorie Perloff

Sixty-Eight Eighty-Sixed

Greil Marcus

On Socialist Realism

Mikhail Epstein

Cold War Criticism

Tobin Siebers

The Murder of Thomas Dennis

Colin F. Richmond

Symposium on Platonic Insults: Sophistic,

Rhetorical, Pharisaic, Byzantine, and Casuistical

Stephen Toulmin, editor

REVIEWS

Clifford Geertz

Caroline Walker Bynum

Lisajardine

Philip Levine

Richard Rorty

Joseph Frank

SUBSCRIBE AT A SPECIAL CHARTER RATE

D Please enter my 1992 subscription to Common Knowledge (three

issues) at the special t harter rate of only $19 (subscriptions outside

the US please add $1-1).

Name

Address

Cicy/Stace/Zip CSSH92

Send order form with payment (check or money order) to the

Journals Department, Oxford University Press, 2001 Evans Road. Cary.

NC 27513, USA. For credit card orders (MasterCard, VISA, and

A merican Express are accepted) provide account number, expiration date,

andsignature. Or call 1-800-852-7323.
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CAMBRIDGE-
A Place of Their Own
Family Farming in Eastern Finland
Ray Abrahams
Based on field research in eastern Finland
not far from the Russian border, this book
is an account of the main features of rural
society in the area. It pays detailed atten-
tion to the adaptability of farming families
in a rapidly changing world. Two major
themes of the book are the relation between
law and custom, which is not always what
it seems on the surface, and the complex
interlocking of farm, family, and the wider
society.
Cambridge Studies in Social and Cultural
Anthropology 81
38100-2 Hardcover $59.95

Province and Emipire
Brittany and the Carolingians
Julia M. H. Smith
This is a study of imperialism and its conse-
quences in die early Middle Ages, focusing
on the development of Brittany as a territo-
rial principality within the Carolingian em-
pire during the ninth and tenth centuries.
In particular the book examines the interac-
tion of the Celtic culture of Brittany with
the official culture of the Carolingian world.
Cambridge Studies in Medieval Life and Thought,
Fourth Series 18
38285-8 Hardcover $59.95

The Origins of Peasant
Servitude in Medieval
Catalonia
Paul Freedman
Thsi book describes the history of peasants
in Catalonia, the wealthiest and politically
dominant pan of the medieval Kingdom of
Aragon, between the ninth and fifteentli
centuries. Between 1462 and i486 Catalan
peasants mounted the most successful peas-
ants' war of the Middle Ages, achieving the
formal abolition of servitude. Professor
Freedman explains both the process by
which servitude was strengthened over the
centuries, and its eventual weakening before
a direct moral and military challenge.
Cambridge Iberian and Latin American Studies

39327-2 Hardcover $54.95

New England's Generation
The Great Migration and the
Fromation of Society and Culture in
the Seventeenth Century
Virginia DeJohn Anderson
Even though New England attracted fewer
emigrants from England than any other re-
gion in colonial British America, New
Englanders insisted that the origins of their
society lay in a "Great Migration." Why
they should have made such a paradoxical
claim is the concern of this book. Through
analyses of the process of migration and set-
tlement and of the symbolic meaning that
participants attached to their experiences,
the book tells the story of New England's
origins as one of dynamism and change.
40506-8 Hardcover $34.50

The Making of the Modern
Greek Family
Marriage and Exchange in Nineteenth-
Century Athens
Paul Sant Cassia
With Constantina Bada
Paul Sant Cassia and Constantina Bada use
matrimonial contracts, travelers' accounts,
memoirs and popular literature to show
how distinctive forms of marriage, kinship
and property transmission evolved in nine-
teenth-century Athens. Particularly signifi-
cant was the impact that massive cash
transactions and the growth of the dowry
had on the position of women.
Cambridge Studies in Social and Cultural
Anthropology 77
40081-3 Hardcover $54.95

Law, Sexuality, and Society
The Enforcement of Morals in
Classical Athens
David Cohen
Centering on the examination of the social
and legal context of adultery, homosexuali-
ty, impiety, and the public-private dichoto-
my in Athenian society, this book examines
the problems of social control and the regu-
lation of sexuality in a way that will be of
interest to a broad readership.
37447-2 Hardcover $49.95

Available in bookstores or from Cambridge University Press
40 West 20th St., NY, NY 10011-4211. Call toll-free 800-872-7423. MasterCard/VISA accepted.
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• African
nations

consider

boycotting the

1992 Summer

Olympics

because a

museum

refuses

to take a

stuffed
African off
display

• At the

Smithsonian,

an exhibit of

western art is

excoriated for

failing to

celebrate

American

achievements

• Across

America,

native peoples

protest

Columbus

quincentennial

exhibits

• German

curators of an

exhibit on

Jewish

life face attack

from every
direction

MUSEUMS AND
COMMUNITIES
The Politics of Public Culture

Edited by Ivan Karp, Christine Mullen

Kreamer, and Steven D. Lavine
Museums and
Communities
examines the often-
controversial
interactions between
museums and the
communities they
profess to represent
and serve. The essays
illustrate struggles and
collaborations among
museums and

communities, discussing the role of museums
in civil society, the history of African American
collecting, and experiments with open dialogue
between museums and communities.
112b&willus. 672 pp. Cloth: 1-56098-164-4 $45.00
Paper. 1-56098-189-X $16.95

Also of interest

EXHIBITING
CULTURES
The Poetics and

Politics of Museum

Display

Edited by Ivan Karp

and Steven D.

Lavine
" [A] radical and wide-
ranging collection of
essays."—Times Literary Supplement
80 b&w illus. 480 pp. Cloth: 1-56098-020-6 $42.00
Paper: 1-56098-021-4 $15.95

SMITHSONIAN
INSTITUTION PRESS
Dept. 900 • Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17294-0900
800/782-4612 • 717/794-2148
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War in the Tribal Zone
Expanding States and Indigenous Warfare
Edited by R. Brian Ferguson and Neil L. Whitehead

Native warfare, long examined ahistorically and outside of any broader
social context, is seen by the authors of this volume to have been affected,
transformed, or even caused by die presence of colonial states.

"The volume has wide intellectual implications. It calls into question the
Hobbesian understanding of human nature as fatally and inevitably rooted in
collective violence. It subjects to a searching critique the related view that sees
non-state peoples as primordial savages, forever exemplifying this primordial
violence."

—Eric R. Wolf, Distinguished Professor of Anthropology
City University of New York

270 pages. Cloth $35.00, Paper $15.95.

To order, please call or write:
SAR Press, P.O. Box 2188, Santa Fe, NM 87504 (505) 984-0741

New World Disorder"Full of brilliant flashes of ins igh t . . . a
truly masterful job, clearly the work of
an erudite and unconventional scholar."

—Dorothy J. Solinger, author of
Chinese Business Under Socialism

In his brilliant, timely, and controver-
sial study, Jowitt identifies and interprets the extraordinary character
of Leninist regimes, their political corruption, extinction, and highly
unsettling legacy.
$36.00 doth

KEN JOWITT

Covering groups from peasants to ur-
ban laborers, and from women to
merchants, these essays depict a rich
variety of non-confrontational forms of
resistance and contestatory behaviors
that challenge our usual assumptions
about the overt nature of resistance to
dominant powerholders.
$48.00 doth

Contesting Power

Edited by DOUGLAS HAYNES
and CYAN PRAKASH

At bookstores.

University of California Press
Berkeley Los Angeles New York Oxford
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Comparative Studies in Society and History is a forum for presentation and
discussion of new research into problems of change and stability that recur in
human societies through time or in the contemporary world. It sets up a
working alliance between specialists in all branches of the social sciences and
humanities. Debate and review articles bring the general reader in touch with
current findings and issues.

NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS

Contributions may be descriptive, analytical, or theoretical. Any article not in
itself comparative may be accepted if it lends itself to comment that will place
it in comparative perspective. Correspondence with the editors prior to the
submission of articles will help to enable them to obtain such comment or a
companion study. Emphasis in comparative studies may be either on sim-
ilarities or, if these are significant enough and call for some recasting of
generalizations, on differences. All contributions and editorial correspon-
dence should be sent to the Editors, Comparative Studies in Society and
History, 102 Rackham Building, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. Mich-
igan 48109-1070.

Two copies of each contribution, preferably accompanied by a stamped,
addressed envelope, should be submitted. Both text and footnotes should be
clearly typed with double spacing and wide margins; footnotes should appear
on separate pages at the end of the article. Illustrations may be included by
arrangement with the editors.
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